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Watching Brock Commons Sink into the Earth Since 1920

VA Budget Impasse Looms

Director 01 Professional Services Brings
Extensive Experience to Longwood

Large for Longwood, State
Shawn Garrett
Now kditor
Five days into a special session to
break a budget impasse, the
Virginia General Assembly
decided to resume negotiations
after a rare and sometimes contentious Sunday meeting.
Talks were agreed to begin
again today, and the earliest
House lawmakers would agree to
meet after 17 largely fruidess
days of negotiation that have
nerves, flared and tempers short.
Citing a need to return home
for a while and listen to their
constituencies,
the
House
recessed until Saturday. The
Senate, calling a recess of more
than three days unconstitutional,
decided to return today.
Sen. R. Edward Houck, DSpotsylvania, blamed the House
for the snail's-pace progress onthe budget, reported the
Associated Press.
"Something is wrong with this
charade," he said. "Our conferees are here; they're ready to do
the work. Why in the world
would we prolong this process
by the conferees taking another
three or four days to even start
to meet?"
The Assembly took the final
steps to return the budget to
conference after a Senate
attempt to rewrite a House bill,
repealing some industrial and
business sales tax exemptions,
failed.
Though considered unlikely,
the unprecedented failure to
adopt a new two-year budget has
many local leaders and their
lawyers talking seriously about
how to manage the political and
legal consequences if the state's
budget stalemate drags on for
weeks or months.
Aides to lawmakers, members
of Gov. Mark R. Warner's
administration and local government officials are actively discussing "what-if" scenarios:
What if school systems don't
know how many teachers they

can hire for next year? What if
local governments can't pass
their budgets? What if the stalemate leads past the June 30th
deadline and the state government shuts down July 1 ?
"It's really difficult for the
institution to know how much to
charge for tuition and budget for
financial aid," said Brenda
Atkins, Longwood's Executive
Director of Governmental
Affairs. Longwood, which hopes
to receive an estimated u 124.5
million from the Assembly over
the next two years, joins many
cash-strapped colleaes in the
state in worries over a possible
budget deadlock.
Ixsngwood's
Board
of
Visitors met last Friday and
Saturday to discuss the financial
oudook of the upcoming year.
Although the Board approved
language leading to between a
five and nine percent bump in
next year's tuition, nothing can
be done until definite budget
projections are made available.
Atkins characterized the setbacks as "particularly hard" on
state institutions, saying that
I.ongwood has received "no
guidance whatsoever" on how to
plan with an unknown budget.
Though the deadline is not until
June 30th, the Board needs the
budget information by April in
order to take -appropriate action.
"Usually by this time in the
year we would be working on
next year's budget," said Kathy
Worster, Ix>ngwood's VP for
Administration and Finance.
"There are three different
budgets we have to consider,"
Worster said, "the House's, the
Senate's and the Governor's,
which is why the Board had to
come up with three "fferent
tutition scenarios.
When there is a shortfall
between State appropriations
and funds needed by institutions,
the institutions are expected
See BUDGET p. 12
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Last fall, Dr. James Pirkle came
to Longwood, his wife's alma
mater,
committed
to
the
University's rich heritage in
preparing student educators and
professionals and to enhancing
student professional development
opportunities.
As director of Professional
Services, Dr. Pirkle supervises and
coordinates all state and overseas
internships, field experiences and
student teaching placements. He
is also in charge of getting licenses for all graduating teachers.

library media, special education, M.S. in speech communication
and graduates.
from Bradley University in Peoria,
Opening students' minds to Illinois; another M.S. in educaopportunities and possibilities is tional administration and supervi
very important to Dr. Pirkle. "In sion from the University of
our department, we want to help Tennessee, and his Ph.D. in eduall students become the best cational leadership and supportquality teacher possible, to know from the University of Florida.
that their dreams of becoming a
Dr. Pirkle brings to I-ongwood
topnotch teacher can be real- extensive and varied experience.
ized," said Dr. Pirkle.
He has been a teacher, principal,
It is his and the University's curriculum coordinator, superinstrong commitment to students tendent, professor and dean. For
that make him especially mindful 17 years he and his wife lived
of the spirit of longwood.
abroad, mosdy in England, but at
"In addition to believing one point he served as the assisstrongly in our students, I also tant superintendent of the
believe in Longwood's mission of Department of Defense Overseas
generating graduates who are Schools Benelux District located
exemplary teachers, yet who are in Brussels. Shordy afterwards he
also committed in their own ways was chosen as the Superintendent
to being quality leaders and for the eight Camp Lejeune
notable citizens, not just sideline Dependents Schools system in
observers," he said.
Jacksonville, NC. In recognition
Dr.
Pirkle
is
from of his exceptional leadership as
Chattanooga, TN. He earned a superintendent,
B.S. in secondary education from
the University of Virginia; an See SPIRIT p. 12

Board of Visitors Approves Tuition Hike
Possibilities oft, 8, or 9 Percent lor 2004^-2005
Kent Booty
lungvood Public Relations
The Ix>ngwood University Board
of Visitors during its meeting
March 20 approved a range of
tuition and fee increases for
2004-2005 in accordance with
the final Appropriation Act for
the same fiscal year.
Under the three tuition and
fee scenarios, which are based on
budgets proposed by the
Governor and both houses of
the Virginia General Assembly,
tuition would be increased by 5,
8 or 9 percent, which would
mean an average increase in total
costs for in-state residential students of between 5.1 and 6.2
percent, and for out-of-state residential students of between 5.0
and 7.1 percent.
As of yet, the General
Assembly has been unable to
adopt a budget for 2004-2006.
In addition, the Board also

took the following action during
the meeting:
♦it allocated G 403,000 from
the university's Auxiliary Reserve
Fund to complete and extend
Brock Commons.
*it promoted to full professor
Dr. William Abrams (mathematics), Dr. Barbara Chesler (education) and Dr. Charles Kinzer
(music), and promoted to associate professor Dr. Deborah
Frazier
(education).
Dr.
Elizabeth Kocevar-Weidinger
(library science), Dr. IJnda Lau
(computer information management systems), Dr. Mary
Lehman (biology), Dr. Susan
Lynch (therapeutic recreation),
Dr. Paul Moriarty (philosophy),
Dr. Michelle Parry (physics) and
Christopher Register (art).
*it granted tenure to, from the
above group. Dr. Chesler, Dr.
Frazier, Dr. Lau, Dr. Lehman,
Dr. Moriarty, Dr. Parry and

Register, and also to Dr. Cheryl
Adkins (management), Dr.
Drew Harris (management) and
Dr. Hood Frazier (English).
*it granted emeritus status to
Dr. Edna Allen, associate professor of social work, who is
retiring after this semester.
*it appointed six new faculty
members, two in history and
one each in chemistry, FLnglish,
mathematics and children's literature. All will replace faculty
members who left or are retiring.
*it approved faculty salary
ranges.
*it revised administrative policies related to inclement
weather/emergency closings
and information technology,
and also revised policies and
procedures in the Student
Handbook.
*and it approved an audit plan
for fiscal year 2005.
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rom
This afternoon, I took
a trip to
Southside
for my leg.
I
know,
right?
Suicide?
I'm usually not a big worrier
when it comes to my health, but
when I explained the pain to my
dad, he said it sounded like a
blood clot.
Crap.
I've been tested most of my
life for iron levels (my dad gets
clots because of a really high iron
count and gets blood out every
month), and I usually wind up
somewhere in the normal range.
But my dad was 'my age when
he got his first clot, and genetics
are a wonderful thing, so to
Southside I went.
My friend Janet sat with me in

the waiting room, after which
you can't have visitors for some
obscene amount of time, and
she had class anyway, so off she
went.
The nurses were really nice,
and the overall experience wasn't nearly as bad as people make
it out to be.
But I'm alone getting a sonogram and kind of freaking out
because the whole thing is just
weird, and they've got the sound
on, and everything hurts.
Have you ever heard your
insides before? It's really cool,
but, at the same time, it's really
unnerving.
And all I really want my dad
who is all the way in Florida on
business.
The only other time I've been
in the hospital in recent memory, it was the middle of the
night, and I was sixteen, and he
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was there, holding my hand while 1
cried.
And I wasn't about to call my
mom because she wouldn't be able
to drive down to Farmville anyway,
and she would freak out more than
I was at the moment anyway.
But that gets me thinking, you
know?
When am I too old to want my
parents to come take care of me?
When am I too old to have
someone by my side?
As an "adult" do I have to start
going it all alone?
Am I even really an adult yet? I
sure don't feel like it. Because I
sure am about to burst into tears,
which looks even sillier than normal when you are by yourself and
your ass is hanging out of a gown
that is swimming around the rest
of you.
How do older people that don't
have significant others deal with
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Editor
this?
I think of my grandma this
summer who had her husband,
daughter, son-in-law, and three
granddaughters by her side, holding her hand through morphine
withdraw, making sure she ate,
keeping her company, etcetera.
But I'm alone and shaking and
squeezing the claw clip that's
been holding up my hair. Open,
close. Open, close. Squeak,
squeak, squeak.
And I'm fanning my face with
my hands when I feel like I'm
going to pass out after they take
blood.
And when I've got an IV in my
hand, and it may or may not hurt
worse than most things in this
world.
And isn't it really mean to drip
salt water into an open wound?
That occured to me as well.
I want nothing more than to

not be alone.
It's funny, I think, how just this
morning I was writing my journal
for mythology about my admiration for Antigone because she
never lets down the people who
need her most.
And for a minute, I wish she
were there beside me ( with her
mouth shut because everything
she says just irks me).
But then it's already been three
hours, and they say I'm fine, and
they take out the IV.
And I'm still alone, but maybe
I'm a stronger person for this.
Probably not, but I'm out of
space, and that's a better sounding ending anyway.

Amy Whipple
Editor-in-Chief

I Am Just a Freshman, Or Am I?
The Rotunda s very own news editor tackles
the hardest collegiate question oi them all
Shawn Garrett
Now Editor

It is a common sentiment shared
by far too many: the lower on the
food chain, the less you can do.
Nothing, however, is further
from the truth.
As my freshman year will draw
to a close later next month, I am
reminded of all the instances
wherein I was made aware of my
seemingly low stature.
In several cases dealing with
such varied groups as the Office
of Cashiering to the Registrar's
office, to my friends and fellow
students, whenever I got up the
nerve to complain about something or get involved in some way
I was told repeatedly (sometimes
not so politely) that I should sit
down and shut up.
Though some angest-ridden
underclassmen tend to take
things out of proportion, the
sense that many upperclassmen
look down on them for their
newness cannot be denied.

Freshman also have the added
disadvantage of being new and
unexperienced in an environment
that tends to reward those in the
know..
Fall registration is a perfect
example of this. With no mass
emails or campus posters-almost
no indication at all, really-many
underclassmen have found themselves unaware that they can register this week.
Seniority has its place, I'll warrant you, and going from king of
the hill in high school to last in
line in college comes as a shock,
but the label of freshman need
not come as more than that-a
label.
They might as well change the
distinctions to blue, red, green,
and yellow, or up, down, right and
left-it makes no difference.
As a freshman, I have been able
to secure positions on the editorial boards of two publications, get
a job other than the dining hall,
and seriously begin work toward
my two majors, side-stepping
some of the more cumbersome

and tedious aspects of the Gen
Ed. Requirements.
Freshmen I know have earned
positions on the SGA, countless
organizations, gotten administrative action taken, or started
organizations of their own.
There have even been many
famous freshman throughout
history, such as Edgar Allen Poe,
whose first (and only) year at
UVA has been much lauded by
the university for decades hence.
But seriously, being a freshman puts you, literally in some
cases, at the end of the line, but
it needn't make you insignificant.
As the newest members of the
Longwood community, I feel
freshman have the most to give,
infusing the campus with new
creativity and vitality with each
passing year.
Sophomores, juniors and seniors have their place, and the
right to be respected and rewarded for their success, but they
don't have the monopoly on
involvement.
Here's to the freshman.

Opinion
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props and drops
Props;
+ To only one month of class left!
+ To Rofunda next week!
The/"Acti*>itf'' fryouroutletforbattu>ifriocu*binjuitu^
Thifi^your
your chances to do tomething- about yxietal e\i£L&, imtead- ofjutt whining' about them*. So
ipeah up and/ act up. Became ifyou-'re/ not mad/, youJre/ not paying- attentloni Email
ActVuitt idea* to roturula@uyngwood-.edw.

Wkj Exactly Is It Illegal?
Anonymous
In the not so distant past people used to take time to enjoy
life. Today Americans are
caught up in the "politically
correct" haze that has become
a cultural disease to our people. The idealism that drives
"progress" today has forced
the Americans with true
American spirit underground
by labeling them as criminals.
Our lifestyles have changed
into a consistent stream of
distraction and the desire to
personalize our world and our
space. People have become
isolated in "their lives" and
have forgotten that we all live
here together. The greater
scheme is lost in our culture.
Terrorism is a direct product of everything that is
wrong with American culture.
Those who hate us and our
way of life are the ones we can
learn the most from about
ourselves. As a kid in school,
I was worried about my image
and didn't understand how to
be cool or popular. Being
popular was the only thing
that mattered to me.
Then, I was set free.
I got my truck and went on a
mission to find people 1 could
have fun with. I was no
longer isolated in the school
system and started learning
about real life on my own. My
greatest lesson was a product
of smoking marijuana leaves.
As a rookie smoker I tried to
smoke as much as I could
afford and get as high as possible. I met many kids who
felt the same way and we were
labeled potheads. We didn't
care. We were the loudest
people, the wildest people and
the closest friends. We were
rebels. We are Americans.
Just before I went to college I tried the only other illegal substance I have used.

Mushrooms damaged me mentally
and I am still in the process of
recovery from one week of my
life. I ate them 5 days out of that
week. If you have never tried
them you cannot understand the
level of confusion that occurs the
first time you use those kinds of
drugs. I found out a lot that
week. I learned the danger with
those drugs. My mind wanted
that feeling so bad I couldn't resist
it when I saw it. Marijuana was
my Gateway to these drugs. I didn't know any better. I was ignorant.
This is a problem.
Why in all the years I spent in public education wasn't I told why
drugs are bad?
Because I didn't have anything
to relate it to, it is indescribable to
a kid.
Drugs are hidden from kids like
an unspoken temptation. Their
parents don't understand this
because they lived in the 60's and
70's when cocaine and hard drugs
ran wild. They can relate why
drugs are bad because they have
seen a culture of hippies, devoted
to all kinds of drugs, living in
another world all the time.
The kids still don't understand.
I was lucky enough to scare
myself away from hard drugs by
realizing the addiction involved.
Now I smoke pot occasionally.
Why. It's better than alcohol when
used in moderation. There is no
argument of this fact except by
those who have not used it. People
who haven't ever been drunk can't
understand the feeling of being
drunk. The feeling of being drunk
is followed by sleep and a bad
headache. Rest and relaxation follow the feeling of being high.
Alcohol is harsher on the human
body and mind than marijuana
when it is abused. I smoke cigarettes. I hate cigarettes. They
make me feel horrible when I
smoke too many or when I'm sick
and I can't resist the urge to light

one up. This addiction is unique
(like heroin). I don't get anything
from it but my body wants nicotine
to kill the craving and ... Example:
In thinking the last sentence I have
triggered the mechanism in my
brain to make me want a cigarette,
and because I can't think clearly
when I am feeling this constant
craving I will not finish my sentence; I will go smoke a cigarette...
The kids still don't understand.
Now I only smoke enough to kill
the craving. When the craving is
gone I throw the rest away. I am
in the process of quitting. I am
improving my life.
Now I get back to my mission.
The only downside I have experienced with marijuana is the
short-term memory loss associated
with smoking heavily. The same is
true for those who drink heavily
on a regular basis. The difference
is in the progression of a marijuana user versus that of an alcohol
abuser. Naturally, I have learned
that smoking small amounts on
occasion is all I need to deal with
the conflict between the speed of
society and my natural desire to
take my time and enjoy life.
Alcohol can provide the same satisfaction, but people have a tendency to indulge in things' that
make them feel good. As an alcoholic indulges they get wild,
depressed, loud, obnoxious, stupid, and sometimes downright
crazy. As a pothead indulges they
do nothing, they lose all motivation. Which is worse for you.
You understand my point.
How many people do you know
who smoke pot? How many people who drink? Which ones are
better friends?
Alcoholics drink in front of
their kids. Smokers smoke in isolation from everyone because it is
illegal. Their children only see that
they spend time alone for a while
and come back happier and calmer.

See ACTIVIST p. 4

+ To being able to wear open-toed shoes.
+ To knitting.
+ To The Daily Show

DiflpK
- To people who think they're God.
- To people who suds foutains.
- To putting in 4 work orders and still not getting a
response
- To people who just can't grow up.
- To registration. It's hell.
- To the sticky stuff that stays on after you take off a
bandaid.

Speak Out
Where do you see uoursell next
semester?
Eventhoueh
>uen I'm
l a
sophomore,
op!
liopefully
I'll be living
ngcoff
" campus.
-Katie, Sophomore

Wherever I'm living I'll
in my room all day,
because I'll be taking
18 credits.
-Casey, Sophomore

Longwood Theater presents:
Lee Blessing's

Eleemosyanry
April 2nd-8th and April 16th-18th
8 p.m. In Jarman Auditorium
April 4th and 18th 3:00 p.m. matinees
call the box office for prices and reservations!
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Then they grow up and figure it
out. The same way alcoholic children figure out why their parents
use alcohol, they experiment.
Which would you prefer your
child to use if pot was legal?
Children can't be sheltered
from these things, many people
have tried, children need to be
educated rather than left to make
the decisions that can harm them
most on their own. One day they
will be free Americans.
The main argument against
weed today is the irresponsibility
of children who smoke. They are
telling children that their decisions are making them irresponsible.
Their message is good but
their information is twisted.
They blame marijuana, but the
truth is kids don't understand the
effects of drugs or alcohol and
they do them more to try and
understand what is going on.
Maybe they should ask their
parents the same way they always
have when they don't understand
something. "Oh that's right, it's
illegal."
Those who shelter their kids
the most are the ones who did
not experiment as kids and live
life in fear of things they don't
understand.
Their kids learn this and grow
up to experiment with things
their parents never did, and a void
is created where the parents no
longer understand their kids
behavior because the kids are
forced to keep secrets.
Why do so many people hate
police officers when their job is
to serve and protect? Why do
officers now harass those who
give them the most trouble?
Because we are smokers.

smokers naturally fear getting
caught; therefore we do not
cooperate with law enforcement
If we want to kill the use of hard
drugs in America we need to
classify criminals as criminals and
potheads as potheads.
Legalize it, and the pot smokers will eventually be considered
normal people; which will in turn
further isolate those who use
hard drugs, making them more
easily identifiable.
No one likes a crack head.
Everyone likes a pothead; everyone except cops.
We are the pain in the butt
that makes their job harder
because they are forced to try to
catch us, when we are obviously
still just as smart as them. We
avoid capture. Hard drug users
stand out and get caught They
are sent to jail where they
become educated criminals.
However, the pot smokers are
also criminals in jail with the rest;
forced to adapt to the jail culture
and they come out hating cops
like all criminals. These are the
victims. They are the uneducated
kids.
As a people we need to live
slower, to open our eyes and
minds, to eliminate electrical distractions. Electronics are the
most popular addiction in our
culture. We use therh like a drug
to pass the time, to waste our
lives with inactivity. The benefit
is communication, the problem
is self-indulgence, isolation, and
the illusion is that computers can
solve all of society's problems by
giving people something to do by
themselves.
Our society is hated by other
cultures because we are isolationists in a world where people must
stick together to survive. We

have made our point in that we
will not be threatened by terrorist regimes, but we have been
influenced whether we like it or
not.
We can use this influence as a
wake up call to why a culture is
based partially on hatred of our
way of life, or we can just hate
them back. The creation of
hatred creates WAR.
We must learn from our enemies and stop giving people legitimate reasons to hate us. The
legitimate reason is our efforts to
perfect life with gadgets and
money when we are blind to the
things that truly plague us.
Americans free your selves.
Now is the time to change.
Open your mind.
Focus on understanding
what's real and not your image.
If you need help, smoke some
pot and listen to the music with a
message (Bob Marley).
If I never smoked weed I
would not be able to understand
these things because I wouldn't
have tried.
I would have lived in the illusion of American culture.
Racism plays the big role.
Because black people and
Mexicans are more open about
their culture smoking marijuana,
those who have racist views of
these people want to label them
criminals.
White government representatives for example.
You should be angry reading
this no matter who you are.
We'll see whose voice is louder, the racist
Americans or
the rest of us.
Sucks being
singled
out
doesn't it.
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Letter to tke Editor
I have been attending
Longwood University since my
freshman year, and this past fall
(the start of my sophomore
year) I was diagnosed with a
rare form of cancer. I left
school temporarily to begin
treatment in Houston, TX and
I am pleased to say that I am
now in full health and will be
returning to Longwood again
this fall.
My trouble lies with housing, and disability services. In
January, housing approved me
to live off-campus when I
return in the fall, according to
my doctor's wishes. We had
planned on myself, and two
roommates living off-campus.
After I signed the lease for an
apartment, it was brought to
my attention that rising juniors
would no longer be permitted
to live off-campus. I was worried, but assumed that
Longwood would make an
exception in my situation given
my doctor's wishes.
When I return in the fall, 111
need minimal assistance living - help reaching things, getting
things off of the floor, I can't
stand for long periods of time
without becoming fatigued. I
have a special diet where I need
to cook for myself each meal,
and living on-campus with a
meal plan would be a royal
pain.
Given some new mild limitations, I would be uncomfort-

able living by myself off-campus - but that is now what it
has come to My two roommates applied to live off-campus with me citing special
needs, and my oncologist in
Houston wrote a letter for
them, stating it would be beneficial to have people living with
me.
The ADA (disabilities committee) reviewed my roommate's request, and denied
them. My roommates are bom
rising juniors, but I am outraged that the ADA believes
their housing policy takes preccndcncc over my doctor's
wishes. Now I will be forced to
live by myself off-campus.
Both of my parents are furious
that Longwood fails to cater to
my needs, and likely values the
room and board money they
will be receiving from my two
roommates, over my wellbeing. I myself am honestly just
shocked over the entire situation - up until this year rising
juniors have been moving offcampus, and I can't believe that
even given my circumstances,
the school refuses to release my
roommates from a housing
contract Since when did
money and policy override a
student's
well-being
at
Longwood? Oh wait, always.
Sincerely,
Lindsey Morgan

5lnne would like to thank all of die
chefs and other contributor! who participated In the °Chef s *Food
"Festival. She is happy to note that

Judicial Board DID YOU KNOW?

it was a great success! 5Vnne invites

Did you know that you are responsible for your actions
whether it takes place on or off campus. If it reports back to
Long wood, you will be held accountable because you are a
student of Longwood.
The Student Handbook states students are expected to comply with all federal, state, and local laws. Criminal activity by
a student, whether it takes place on or off campus, may be
cause for disciplinary action. This principle also applies to
other forms of off- campus conduct or behavior that would
leave an adverse effect on the institution or its educational
efforts.

yon all to 'Charleys to celebrate ten
Wherem. MMftNMN Comes Together

Casual Dining - Private Parties
Catering

yearf of 9%tv{c% to

^. •farmvUle

community, fresh new desserts are
being featured daily! %kao, don't forget to make your reservations for

ANNE SIMBOLI
Pastry Chef

your special graduation lunch. Space
is running out! c6aU 'Charleys today

(434) 392-1566
201 B Mill Street
Farmville. Virginia 23901

to reserve your space and to order
that special cake to make your day!
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HEAT
BLUE
Lon

gwood University Dance Team

^OODUJCKATNATTONALS!
EDA DANCE TEAM CHAMPIONSHIP
MYRTLE BEACH, SC

Girls you worked so hard and
now it's time to show the
East Coast how we do it!!!

Interested in FREE Room
and Board???
Enjoy working with computers
and people?
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I,ongwood University will celebrate National Student Employment Week April 4-10,
2004. This first full week of April, honors student employees and their employers.
The theme chosen for this year is "Courage, Vision, Risk-Focus on the Future."
The Work Experience Program gives student employees the opportunities to grow
both professionally and personally. Working students and their employers are citizen
leaders and provide immeasurable contributions to their schools and to their communities. National Student Employment Week provides a chance to focus on the
importance and value of students who work, and the positive results of work experience.
As part of this week's festivities, a "Student Employee of the Year" and a
"Supervisor of the Year" will be selected. Supervisors are asked to nominate students from their areas who have demonstrated exceptional abilities and made special
contributions to their departments for this academic year. In addition, student
employees are also encouraged to nominate their supervisors. Students or supervisors who have not received nomination forms should contact the Student
Employment Office. The deadline for nominations is March 23. Winners will be
announced at the Student Employee Appreciation Dinner on April 6,2004. All work
experience students and supervisors are invited to this dinner, which will be in the
Dining Hall Annex beginning 5:15 p.m. Students will use their ID's to go through
the food line; commuter students must contact the Student Employment Office
(x2211 or ngarrett@longwood.edu) to have their names placed on a guest list.
The Career Center, along with the Longwood faculty and staff, wish to take this
opportunity to show their appreciation to all those work experience students who
have assisted them in performing the daily activities of the college. All students, staff
and faculty are encouraged to celebrate this week by showing the employees and each
other how much they are appreciated.

e<
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of an Absplute Tan
ULTRA DARK AIRBRUSH TANNER
Revolutionary Personal Sunless Tanning System*
Exceptional Even Color Instantly
Golden Self Bronzer
D39.95
■»

Come to the RTA Fair
Where you can learn more about the program.
Several positions are available for Fall 04!
When: Monday, April 5* 2004 6:30-8:00 p.m.
Where: Lankford A & B Rooms
Be prepared to fill out an application and take a
short test

«

Absolute Tan
Southgate Shopping Center

392-9676
Farmville's Exclusive Tanning Salon
*W« apply first application
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A"Passion tor
ior tke ViisceraI
Trevor Kroger
Staff Writer
Much hype has been made of Mel
Gibson's "The Passion of the
Christ" and for a variety of reasons.
I'm going to avoid the shaky
ground of scripture here and just
examine the film itself.
First off, this is not meant for
the weak stomach.
Within forty-five minutes,
Christians will see their pe'rsonal
savior flayed into a bloody mess.
I definitely do mean flayed.
Skin will be flapping in the air.
With lingering slow morion
shots of each nail being driven
into the flesh, the crucifixion is
no less graphic
However "powerful" that may
sound here, rest assured it is not
Gibson uses more slow motion
video than "Baywatch." He slows
down every scene of torment, so
the audience can discern quite
clearly the texture of blood draining, not dripping but continuously streaming, out of Jesus' bodily
orifices.

The gore factor builds perpet- ally portrayed as a collection of
ually with no real respite, creating corrupt, sadistic, lying, frothing
at the mouth rabble.
a detached numbness.
This would be of little imporLike I said, this movie is not
tance
if the Romans had been
for those who lack strong stomportrayed
similarly, rather than as
achs.
Flashbacks to various sermons rational, temperate, and rather
are scattered throughout the compassionate- particularly to
Jesus.
scourging.
Pilate, the Roman governor
Unfortunately, these diatribes
come off as forced and haphaz- who condemns Jesus to death, is
ard with no real transition or an intelligent and sympathetic
relation to the concentrated vio- character who valiandy fights for
the life of the Christ.
lence.
Jesus himself comforts Pilate
Quite frankly, after the fifth or
sixth slow motion shot (and yes, by saying the rabbis and
they are all slow motion) of Jesus "Pharisees are committing the
falling with the cross, I didn't feel greater "sin."
And did I mention Jesus
the drama.
The' repitition took rnuch of - • speaks fluent Latin?
All in all, the film was a
the meaning out of the scenes.
grotesque
lovechilcL QL high
What I did feel was Mel
melodrama
and
Charlie Manson's
Gibson punching my forehead
with brass knuckles, screaming, home movies.
Only go see this movie if you
"This is important!"
Any charges of Anti-Semitism enjoyed "House of 1,000
Corpses" or demand that your
you may have heard are valid.
However, it is only apparent to beliefs be validated in the graphic
those looking for it or already conversion of a human body to
dog-food on a stick.
agreeing with such views.
The Jews in the film are gener-

Books in Brief:
How I Learned
to Cook

Stephanie McKenzie
Rolkighdon Intrrn

experiences of the quite often
tragic relationships they have
with their mothers.
While
many
horrific
instances are related, distance
and denial seem to be the key
stumbling blocks to successful
mother-daughter relationships.
This collection is not about
success, however it renders the
truths about complex relationships to let women know that
they are not alone in their personal struggles.
How I Learned to Cook and
Other Writings on Complex Mother
Daughter Relationships is a collection of ajvareness.
.
Even if you and your mother
are best friends, this bookis still
a eye-opener.
It is well organized and an^
easy read that will find itself
popularly read by many
women's circles.

The stereotypical mother teaches
you how to bake cookies, bandage cuts and bruises, and check
under the bed for monsters
rather than creating one of 'herself by threatening to poison dinner, placing tacks in her spouse's
shoe, or merely distancing herself
from her children.
Such monster mothers do
exist, however, and these women
are the focus of a new collection:
How J Learned to Cook and Other
Writings on Complex Mother
Daughter Relationships.
This collection of memoirs is
the collaboration of several Article appears unedited
authors who share their own Rotunda staff memebrs

by

Hate what you've been reading?
Wish there were better pictures?
Can't get over the grammatical mistakes?

THEN JOIN The Rotunda, AND FIX IT!
Meetings - Mondays at 9:15
Right across from the Post Office in the bottom of the Student Union

\UKED THE DRAG SHOW?
You'll make it through college because you've got dedication
and brains. Thanks to the Army National Guard, you'll also
have a way to pay for it with thejMpntgomery Gl Bill.Tuition
Assistance and extra state benefW Most Guard members
serve one weekend a month and two weeks a year, so you'll
still have time for your friends and family. Join the team that
will help you get your college degree. In
VIRGINIA
the Army National Guard.YOU CAN!

l-800-GO-GUARD • www.l-800-GO-GUARD.com

x>

You'll Love the

Flip Flop Formal
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Longwood Tkeater Presents: Eleemosynary
Amanda Isley
Guest Writer
The
2003-2004
Longwood
Theatre season closes with the
touching drama, Eleemosynary,
by Lee Blessing.
The title is a scholarly word
meaning charitable or the giving
of alms. The word fits this play
and its characters aptly.
Eleemosynary depicts three generations of the Wesbrook
women. Al] three women have
distinct personalities, and often
clash with one another.
Dorothea (Longwood senior
Anna Richardson) is an eccentric
lady who believes she can fly with
a pair of homemade wings.
Anna's
daughter,
Artie
(Longwood junior Courtney
Kappel), on- the other hand,

refuses to break the laws of
nature, but setdes for testing
them as a scientist.
Artie gives birth to Echo
(Longwood
senior
Aubrie
Therrien), a bright girl with the
best attributes of her mother and
grandmother. A spelling-bee
champ, Echo attempts to bring
together the two women she
loves.
These unique women discover
there is a common thread running through them all, connecting
them forever.
Become a part of this family
and share the laughter and the trials of the Wesbrook women, and
come fly with Dorothea, flee with
Artje, and reflect with Echo.
Eleemosynary will be performed
in the Studio Theatre of Jarman

NAGS HEAD
Student.Summer Rentals
see seabreezerealtv.com for pictures
or call 252-255-6328

301 St. George
greys737@hotmail.com
7
804J78-7808

H

Would consider 4 students
350 x 4/5 for 10 months
5 bedroom house / 2 baths
325 per month per room
includes heating
12 month lease beginning in June - May
Consider a 10 month in August - May,
but lease would be 350 per room
2 living room areas
Large kitchen
Large laundry room
Deck space
Deposit required

Auditorium, opening April 2-3 at
8 p.m., with a matinee April 4 at 3
p.m.
The run of the play continues
April 5-8 at 8 p.m., April 16-17 at
8 p.m., and April 18 at 3 p.m.
Eleemosynary is directed by
2003 Longwood graduate Bobby
Vrtis. Scenic Design is by Eric A.
Koger, with Costume and
Makeup Design by Patt Ness,
Lighting Design by Christine
Causey, and Sound Design by
Drew Moberley.
Tickets are now on sale and
may be purchased at the Jarman
Box Office, or by calling (434)
395-2474.
Box Office hours are Tuesday,
Wednesday, and Thursday,'2-4
p.m. This production is considered family entertainment.
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Rofunda!
Want to know who's having a baby with a faculty
member?
Anxious to read the exclusize review of the Olsen
Twin's porn?
Looking for a male, female, or animal love interest?

Be on the lookout for next week's paper!

Interested in getting involved? Wert to
have a position on THE ROTUNDA?
Applications will be available starting
Monday, March 29, 2004
Come get your application today!
Applications will be accepted for all positions

ei 451
Books in Brief: Fahrenheit
Stephanie McKenzie
Rolleighdon Intern
Ray Bradbury sparked his career
with this innovative novel
inspired by an encounter with a
policeman who questioned
Bradbury's right to walk on a
sidewalk after dark.
The success of Fahrenheit 451
led to such works as The Martian
Chronicles, The Illustrated Man, and
Something Wicked This Way Comes.
, These novels gave Bradbury
the fame 'of being one of the
greatest science fiction writers of
our time.

Fahrenheit 451 is set in a time
when emotion and free thought
are considered dangerous.
The novel gives insight into
the importance of communication as the reader is introduced
to a world wherein firemen start
fires instead of putting them
out.
The novel is centered around
Guy Montag, a fireman who
questions his career and his
whole way of life when he is
drawn to the knowledge hidden
inside" the books he burns.
Truly haunting is the resem-

blance between Montag's society
and our own.
There is something new to be
discovered with each reading.
Fahrenheit 451 forces to reconsider the beauty of the written
word and the importance of
recording our emotions and inspirations into books, which are preserved for the future.
A highly recommended read
for those
unfamiliar with
Bradbury as well as those who
know his works by heart.
Article unedited by Rotunda staff.

Chili Cookoff!
Once ARAMARK gets your organization's recipe, the will purchase and prep all the
ingredients on your list!

Dates to Remember:
Monday, April 12th: Last day to get recipes to ARAMARK by 2:00 p.m.
Thursday, April 15th: Chance for groups to meet with Joyce Morris on final recipes
and questions. Grand Dining Hall at 4:00pm.
Saturday, April 17th: Meet Joyce at Lankford Mall to get your ingredients and begin
cooking.
ARAMARK will not provide: charcoal, lighter fluid, mataches, or alcohol.
REMEMBER: You'll have to taste your chili in front of us before the judges will!
1ST PRIZE: 11300 cash 2ND PRIZE: □ 150 cash 3RD PRIZE: U 50 cash

Calendar
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26

Voo
28

<

Listen to "The
Caffeine Diary"

Vagina Monologues- 8

1-3 p.m.
WMLU 91.3 fm

Auditorium

Vagina Monologues-

8 p.m., Jarman

March 26-April 1,2004

p.m., Jarman

Be safe, and have fun!

Auditorium

v

WMLU Meeting
9:00 p.m.
Hiner 2nd floor
Auditorium
Longwood Visual
Arts Exhibition
Opening Reception
1-3 LCVA

29

Want to join The
Rotunda staff?
9:15 p.m. in the
bottom of the
Student Union!
Listen to "Pimp

Juice"
11-12 a.m.

A

30

\irf

<

S.A.F.E. Meetings

4:30 p.m.
Student Union

Come edit pages for
The Rotunda in your
copious free time!

Unity Alliance
8:00 p.m., Grainger
618
Pick up a copy of The.
Rotundd

Chamber Music
Concert: Latin
American Trio;

7:30 Wygal
Auditorium
Lecture: Unsung Heroines: The
Real Lives of Single Mothers
by Dr. Ruth Sidel, 7:30 p.m.

WMLU 91.3 fm

Tune in to "Midnight in
the Garden of Good
and Evil"

12-2 a.m.

ARE YOU

meo Of HEARING ANTI-GAY REMARKS?

DO V0U THINK PRESIDENT BUSH IS WRONG ABOUT
PROTECTING MARRIAGE?

WMLU 91.3 fm

DO YOU WANT TO HELP

Coming Soon for Spring Weekend's
BANDFEST 2004:
Something Corporate, Yellowcard, Carbonleaf,
The Format, Adelyn, and more!
Sponsored by WMLU

EIGHT INJUSTICE?

Unity
Alliance needs
your help!
Grainger G18

Thursdays

8 p.m.
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by Sam Wise-Ridges

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan 19)
Think before you eat,
you don't know where it's been.

~j~ongue |n (_.heek. byEiiiewoodruff

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
No skinny dipping in the new water
fountains on campus.
Pisces (Feb. 19-Mar. 20)
Just because you're a fish doesn't
mean you should smell like one.
Aries (Mar. 21-April 19)
Two words: plastic sheets.
Taurus (April 20-May 20)
Don't be a hog, hold the log.

*

"Introductory Paragraphs"
OOt in fv1OUth

by EUie Woodruff

ste*.

Gemini (May 21-June 20)
When you compare it to humping a
tremendous bean bag, that's not good.
Cancer (June 21-July 22)
No matter how high you are, you should
never eat three boxes of Sara Lee cakes.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Your mom was good last night.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sep. 22)
Don't ever name your dog after a body part.
Libra (Sep. 23-Oct. 22)
Just because our e-mail has the "markkas
unread" option, you still shouldn't stalk your
boyfriend/girlfriend's e-mail.
Scorpio (Oct. 23. -Nov. 21)
I know, you've got beautiful big brown lips.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Hey, while you're down there...

OJ

Student Services Cormittee
"Your money, your education, your rights."
Did you know?
It's your right to appeal your final grade!
Come find out more tidbits like this, and learn
how you can change things on campus.
~SGA office Wednesdays at 9:30-

Style
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Underage Drinking:
A Problem on Longwood s
Campus or Not an Issue?
A Comparative Analysis
Carole Crowling
Guest Writer

I, like many, assumed that most
students on campus drink on a
regular basis. I also made the
assumption that most students
were responsible with their drinking habits, but I also know that
there are not.
In a survey conducted in
Massachusetts done on 14 different colleges, it was found that
56% of men and more thflt 35%
of women had reported being
binge drinkers (Marian, Baer, and
Larimer 147). Binge drinking is
defined as consuming five or
more drinks on one occasion, or
more commonly known as
"drinking to get drunk," or what
is commonly witnessed during
the weekends on college campuses.
In a survey of Longwood
freshmen, 20 of the 30 men
lolled admitted to binge drink
ng, Ten of the 30 women polled
•ilso admitted to it. This was a
onsiderable low amount considring many first assumptions are
hat about 80% of college stulents drink regularly. Of the stulents who said they drank, almost
very one of them said their reason for drinking was to become
more social and that having a
jouple of drinks let them relax
md be more comfortable to hang
>ut with friends and just be themselves. Most college students
drink to loosen up and just have a
good rime, is that really that bad
if they know how to handle it?
Seeing
how
Longwood
University is a fairly small school,
knowing statistics from other bigger schools is relevant to understanding the true severity of this
issue. Four Virginia schools were
looked at, and based on their
populations, despite common
belief, a very small percentage of
students
are
irresponsible
drinkers. According to research
between
James
Madison

University, Longwood University,
George Mason University, and
Virginia Tech on average 2.74%
of the population have received
judicial charges for alcohol violations in 2002. Of the 2.74%
average, only .53% have been
arrested. That's not a lot considering the population size of
some of these schools (JMU15,612, LU-3,000, GMU-26,796,
Tech-25,000). If .53% of students are being irresponsible
drinkers, drinking doesn't seem
to be as big as a problem as we all
think. .
So, you might ask, why does
everyone make underage drinking out to be such a big problem?
For one obvious reason, it's illegal. Many think the drinking age
should be lowered or done away
with all together.
Mr.Lowe
of
Longwood
University police department
says, "College students would
not be more responsible if the
drinking age were lowered to
18." He went on to say there
would still be those few out there
who would go out and bust windows and take advantage of others while they are drunk.
Americans arc going to drink
when they want to. And as long
as they are doing it responsibly, is
there really a problem?
According
to
Mr.Lowe,
"Alcohol-consumption is not out
of hand on campus, it is the vandalism along with sexual and
physical abuse that is associated
with alcohol consumption that is
the problem."
These incidenced are considered
to be actions by irresponsible
drinkers, and are not included in
the percentage of responsible
drinkers. My definition of a
responsible drinker is considered
one who knows how much to
drink to have a good time. This
means having a good time without harming himself or herself
or anyone else, where is the harm
in that?
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VDAY
UNTIL THE VIOLENCE STOPS

Contact: Alexis Spicer - 804-492-5256
THE VAGINA MONOLOGUES
Jarman Auditorium
March 25, 26, and 27, 2004
On the heels of the highly successful V-Day 2003 College and Worldwide Campaigns, V-Day
Longwood University- a benefit production of Eve Ensler's ground-breaking, Obie Award-winning
play, The Vagina Monologues - will take place for the second year in a row at Jarman Auditorium
on March 25,26, and 27, 2004 at 8:00pm on behalf of the V-Day 2004 College Campaign. This
benefit production is sponsored by Alpha Sigma Tau and Women Involved in Leadership and
Learning (W.I.L.L.). Corporate sponsors have not yet been determined. Tickets are a N5 minimum
donation and may be purchased at the door only. Additional information can be found on the production's website at www.geccrties.com/tongwoodA>aginas/index.html
Vagina Warriors are the theme of this season's production, and V-Day Longwood University will
be honoring three people as community vagina warriors, one on each night of the show. The following statement by Eve Ensler describes what a vagina warrior is:
I have sat with women in crowded factories in Juarez, in crumbling shelters in the back streets of
Cairo, in makeshift centers for teenage girts and women in Jerusalem, Johannesburg, Pine Ridge
and Watts, in mansions in Hollywood, in burnt-out backyards in Kosova and Kabul, in a moving
van after midnight with sex trafficked girls in Paris. Sometimes these meetings went on for hours;
in the case of the 17-year-old Bulgarian sex slave, we had 35 minutes before her pimp came
looking for her. I have heard the staggering stories of violence - war rapes, gang rapes, date
rapes, licensed rapes, family rapes. I have seen first-hand the scars of brutality - black eyes, cigarette-hole burns in arms and legs, a melted face, bruises, slices and broken bones. I have witnessed women living without what is fundamental - sky, sun, a roof, food, parents, a clitoris, freedom. I have been there when skulls washed up on riverbanks and naked mutilated female bodies
were discovered in ditches. I have seen the worst. The worst lives in my body. But in each and
every case I was escorted, transformed, and transported by a guide, a visionary, an activist, an
outrageous fighter and dreamer. I have come to know these women (and sometimes men) as
Vagina Warriors.
- ■Somewhere in America a woman is battered, usually by her intimate partner, every 15 seconds
(United Nations Study on the Status of Women, 2000).
•A woman is raped every 26 seconds in South Africa (UNISA, 1998).
•Every 21 hours on each college campus in the United States there is a rape (Campus Outreach
Services).
"More than 130 million girls and women worldwide have been subjected to female genital cutting,
and a further two million girls are at risk (World Health Organization, 1997).
•From 1993-1998, women ages 16 to 24 experienced the highest per capita rates of intimate violence (19.6 per 1,000 women) ("Intimate Partner Violence," Bureau of Justice Statistics, May
2000).
What are The Vagina Monologues?
Hailed by The New York Times as "funny" and "poignant" and by the Daily News as "intelligent"
and "courageous," The Vagina Monologues, which was first performed off-Broadway by Ms.
Ensler, dives into the mystery, humor, pain, power, wisdom, outrage and excitement buried in
women's experiences. Ms. Ensler has performed the play to great acclaim throughout the world from Zagreb to Santa Barbara, from London to Seattle, from Jerusalem to Oklahoma City. Villard
Books/Random House published The Vagina Monologues, which includes a foreword by Gloria
Steinem, in February 1998. A special V-Day edition of the play, including two new sections about
the College Campaign, was released in February 2001.
Round-the-clock and up-to-the-minute information about V-Day and violence against women can
be found on the event's global web site at www.vday.org.
The V-Day College Campaign invites members of college and university communities around the
world to present benefit productions of "The Vagina Monologues" on their campuses on or around
V-Day (February 14th) to raise money and awareness to stop violence against women and girls.
The proceeds from these events are donated directly by the schools to local organizations in their
communities that are working to stop this violence. One of the goals of the College Campaign is
to empower young people - the leaders, shapers and messengers of the future.
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Softball Wins Spartanburg Softball Tournament 6^1
Sports Information

Longwood University captured
the
Spartanburg
Softball
Tournament title last weekend
after posting a 6-1 mark during
the event in South Carolina. On
the road to the championship, the
Lancers recorded four shutouts,
including a 3-0 win over LenoirRhyne in the championship game
March 21, along with Valdosta
State (2-0; 3/20), Mars Hill (3-0;
3/19), and Belmont Abbey (6-0;
3/19). Longwood outscored its
opponents 38-9 in the seven
games, also picking up convincing wins over Lander (11-2; 3/21)
and Valdosta State (11-4; 3/21) for the second time in the tournament. The Lancers lone loss
came to Presbyterian as they fell
to the Blue Hose 3-2, March 20.
Head Coach Kathy Riley's
squad is scheduled to next play
Tuesday, March 23 as they host
NCAA .Division I Hampton.
The doubleheader is set to begin
at 2 p.m. at Lancer Field.
For
their
efforts
in
Spartanburg, the Lancers were
awarded
with
three
AllTournament Team selections,
including the event MVP. Junior
Jen
Steele/Manassas
Park
(Manassas Park) was honored as
tournament MVP, after batting
.500 (9-18), including a double,
two homers, and nine RBI.
Senior
Heather
Williams/Brookneal

(Appomattox) and sophomore
S
h
a
m
a
n
a
Washington /Rhoadesville
(Orange Co.) were also recognized on the All-Tournament
Team. Washington hit .500 (1224) over the weekend, including
three doubles, a homer, and
four RBI, while Williams hit
.368 (7-19) with a double, a
home run, and four RBI.
Against #5 Lenoir-Rhyne in
the championship game, #2
Longwood scored all the runs it
would need in the bottom of
the second inning and added a
cushion run in the fifth frame;
en route to the its first tournament tide of the season. Steele
paced the Lancers with her perfect 3-for-3 performance at the
plate, while freshman Abbey
Welch/LaPlate,
Md.
(McDonough) went l-for-2
with a triple - her second of the
season - and two RBI. Welch
(12-4) earned the win, throwing
a complete game with six strikeouts.
Against #6 Lander in the
semifinals,
three different
Lancers hit homcruns combining for seven of the team's 11
runs in the game. Lander got
on the board first, opening the
first frame with two runs.
However, Longwood quickly
responded with six runs,
sparked by Welch's two-run
homer, as the Lancers never

DIVERSITY DAYS

V

Resklcniial and Commuter life
thnugh 4 trail fioni Ibr

"CONNECTING THE DOTS FORGING THE LINKS

American Democracy Project

BETWEEN DIVERSITY, DEMOCRACY AND
CIVIC ENGAGEMENT"

,

Women's I*MIM Here and NOW:

Whot Everyone Should Know
w» Kobby MoHman. PmUtm at mo Charloacnmr OtatHmr oHhe
MMMO0I Or^onttooofi tor HTMIMI (ttOvf)
•
Monday. March 22,2004
Wyaal AudBortum.•> 700 pm
r> Womtn'l BnOx rra«RMi, OKIe* ol f retnntr OM taraHy UM.
TWCMc UodtnMp Intwm*. and a* CHftcc ol Mu**aHi
v
Video Presentation and Discustion
»
■Vi*ortoiHlhbtJnmm**tt*My*iBflllmmlr**Unlledila*<TvMday, March- 22, 2004
OMnoHaUAnncia>l2JOpm
«f

"International Performance Gala"
food, MuMcondrtihitinitfi it
W»o»Mday, March 24, 2*04 '
Grand OMna Hog* MO pm
JtodMAdVaar, CM. Modem

idHiill.WlHIMn
QMk. wootaa WHSBM r*sajnM\ Or.
Corm*tf

"Vagina Monologue*"
•

#

looked back. Washington led the
Longwood offensive attack, going
a perfect 3-for-3 at the plate,
including three RBI, while
Williams was 2-for-3 with two RBI.
Steele (10-6) earned the win, pitching a complete-game with three
strikeouts.
Against #7 Valdosta State in the
quarterfinals, Longwood scored
three runs in the second, four in
the third, one in the fifth, and three
in the sixth as it easily defeated the
Blazers for the second rime of the
tournament. Sophomore Mallory
Gordon/Powhatan (Powhatan)
paced the Lancers, getting two hits
in four at-bats, including a three
run-homer, a double, and four
RBI, while Steele went l-for-3 with
a three-run homer and three RBI.
Welch earned the win on the
mound, pitching 4.1 innings with
four strikeouts.
Against Valdosta State (6-23),
Longwood scored the only run it
would need in the fourth inning
and added an insurance run in the
fifth frame to complete its two-run
shutout
of
the
Blazers.
Washington paced the Lancers at
the plate, getting two hits in four
at-bats, while Welch provided the
Lancers with a l-for-3 performance of her own. Steele earned the
win after hurling four innings with
only two hits. Welch earned her
second save on the season, throwing three frames in relief with five
strikeouts.

Dr. David Barciz

»

F.>r the Unrd

FACULTY FORUM
|«i«-nal*

HATE AND FREEDOM AND RESIDUE

TuesdAy.narct.30tb
ARC 3rd Floor Lounge
3:30-5:00 pra

Thurtdty.March 23.2004
Friday, March 20, 2004

Mara*. Man* 27.2004
larmanAudportumefrOOprn
AMU C*TM"

•Snacks Will be Provided*

«-'«.«•»— ".•-.. *-•«....
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Against Presbyterian (24-5),
the Blue Hose jumped out to an
early 2-0 lead after Jessica Peterka
hit a two-run homer in the first
inning. Longwood responded
with a run of its own in the top of
the second, followed by another
Presbyterian run in the bottom of
the third. The Lancers made a
late seventh inning effort to take
the lead, but their lone run in the
frame would not be enough to
capture the win.
Freshman
Courtney
"Pepper"
Wilson/Mechanicsville
(LeeDavis) led Longwood with two
hits in three appearances at the
plate, while Welch went l-for-3.
Steele took the loss, pitching four
innings with three strikeouts.
Welch also saw time on the
mound, throwing two innings in
relief with two strikeouts.
Against Mars Hill (7-26),
Longwood notched two runs in
the fifth frame followed by another run in the seventh to secure the
victory. Williams again got two
hits (2-3) during the contest,
while Steele went 1 -for-2 with an
RBI.
Wilson provided the
Lancers with a l-for-2 performance and sophomore Tori
Flint/Charlottesville (Albemarle)
added a hit of her own. Steele
earned the win, pitching her ninth
complete-game with five strikeouts.
Against Belmont Abbey (1314), the two teams remained
scoreless through six complete innings until Longwood
put together a seventh-frame,
two-out rally, crossing the
plate six times for the win.
Steele added to the scoring
spree with a two-run homer her fourth of the season.
She closed out the outing
with a 2-for-3 performance,
including three RBI, while
Stewart and Washington each
went 2-4. Williams also finished the game with two hits
in four at-bats, including a

double. Welch earned the win,
throwing her 11th completegame of the season (7.0 IP) with
10 strikeouts.
Statistical Update
Through
32
games,
Washington is currently pacing
the Lancer offense with her .386
batting average. The left fielder,
who is currendy riding a sevengame hit streak, leads the team in
six other statistical categories,
including runs (28), hits (39),
doubles (8), home runs (5), total
bases (62), and slugging percentage (.614).
Williams is close behind, with
a .345 (29-84) average of her
own, including four doubles,
three homers, and 16 RBI.
Stewart is hitting .328 with 21
hits and four RBI, while Flint is
hitting .302 with 26 hits, four
doubles, a triple, and six RBI.
Steele improved her average at
the tournament, she is now batting .300 on 27 hits, three doubles, a triple, a team-high five
homers, and a team-best 28 RBI.
Others include Gordon (.291,30103, 18-R, 6-2B, 2-3B, HR, 20RBI),
junior
Megan
Camden/Bedford (liberty) (.270,
30-111, 18-R, 2-2B, 2-3B, 2-HR,
16-RBI), Wilson (.266, 15-R, 21H, 8-RBI), Welch (.254, 9-R, 15H, 2-2B, 2-3B, 2-HR, 16-RBI),
junior Ashley Hawkins/Virginia
Beach (Frank W. Cox) (.212, 7-R,
11-H, 2B, 3B, 6-RBI), and Oaks
(.200, 6-R, 4-H).
Welch continues to anchor the
Lancer pitching staff with her
1.17 ERA in a team-best 107.2
innings pitched and 114 strikeouts. The freshman has also registered a 12-4 record with two
saves, pitching 12 completegames in 22 appearances on the
mound, while only allowing 24
earned runs. Steele (2.25 ERA)
has pitched 105.2 innings, posting a 10-6 mark with 64 strikeouts. The veteran pitcher has
thrown 10 complete-games in 20
appearances
on the mound.
Votto hutted tat
Following
lidtty't
the Hampton
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Lanbford Mal/Stubbs Lawn
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BUDGET cont'd p.l
bridge the gap by raising
tuition, which, at smaller universities like I.ongwood is easier
said than done.
The problem stems from a
112.4 billion difference between
the proposed House and Senate
budgets.
The House is proposing a
[ J 58.3 billion budget, largely
buttressed by the sales-tax rollback. The Senate wants to
spend nearly i 162 billion, with
new revenues for education,
public safety and other services
coming from higher sales,
income and tobacco taxes.
So far there's been no perceptible softening of the rival
positions between the House
SPIRIT cont'd p.1
Dr. Pirkle was awarded the
U.S. Navy and Marine Corps
Meritorious Civilian Service
Award in 1996.
His years in Europe cultivated his love of art, symphony,
theatrical productions, opera,
and museums. He loves to read.
Some of his favorite authors are
Thomas Wolfe and Shakespeare,
and he likes the Prairie Home.
Companion.
Joan, his wife of 38 years, was

and the Senate, though the
Senate has dropped a 0 1.6 billion transportation initiativesupported by higher fuel and
motor-vehicle taxes-in an
effort to strike a compromise.
In fact, the nine budget
negotiators, while emphasizing
the importance of producing a
two-year budget for Virginia,
have not even sat down
together for almost a week.
"The General Assembly has
met over the last sixty days
with the express purpose of
coming to some kind of agreement over the budget," said
Atkins, "which they have clearly not done. They can decide
on 3,000 pieces of legislation,
but not this."
in the class of 1964. Dr. Pirkle
says her biggest complaint
might be that he is a "die-hard
romantic!" Dr. Pirkle believes
that "loving, experiencing love
and having love in your heart
daily may be the richest parts of
life." That may sound like a
schmaltzy thing to say in the
world of academia, but it's
worth remembering as we all
try to balance our work lives
and accept the challenges of
being in a rigorous academic
environment.

Ring Ceremony to

he Held April 3rd
Kent Booty
Lorigvood Public Rthitwni

The 2004 Ring Ceremony, which
is for students who purchased a
Longwood ring earlier this year,
will be held Saturday, April 3,
from 11:45a.m. to 1:30 p.m. in
the Grand Dining Room.
The ceremony, sponsored by
the
Longwood
Alumni
Association, is by invitation only,
and those who purchased a ring
this semester are allowed to
bring up to three guests. What
will be new at this ceremony is a
version of the longtime Little
Sister/Little Brother tradition at
convocation. Each ring will be
presented by a person of the
recipient's choosing, who could
be a Litde Sister/Lirde Brother,
a classmate, a family member or
a friend. About 150 students
bought a ring and are eligible to
participate in the ceremony.
This will be the 10th ring cer-

emony since the introduction of
the new official Longwood ring
seven years ago, and the last ring
ceremony in the spring. The ceremony is being moved to the
fall.
Students must have earned at
least 56 credit hours to buy a
ring, though sophomores can
do so when the next ring sale is
held April 5-6. The ceremony
for students who purchase one
in April will be held in
September
during Family
Weekend in the Dining Hall
lobby.
The official Longwood ring is
the result of the Alumni
Association's wish to reestablish a Longwood tradition.
The tradition of a single or limited number of ring styles was
abandoned in the early 1980s
when students were allowed to
create their own rings from
numerous designs.
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Calif^Bereklevj Histonj Professor
and Autkor to Speak at Longwood
Kent Booty
\j>nitvood Public Relations

Dr. Waldo E. Martin Jr., a history
professor and author at the
University of California-Berkeley,
will speak Thursday, April 8, at
7:30
p.m.
in
I.ongwood
University's Wygal Auditorium
on "The Troubled legacy of
Broom v. Board of Education."

Dr. Martin's talk is part of
both the Simkins lecture series
and
Longwood's commemoration
of the 50th anniversary of the
historic 1954 civil rights decision
known as Brown v. Board of
Education. A reception will follow
the program, which is co-sponsored by the Department of
History, Political Science and
Philosophy and the University
Lectures Committee.
Dr. Martin is the author of
Brown v. Board of Education: A

Brief
History with
Documents" and The
Mind
of
Frederick
Douglass." His book
"No Coward Soldiers:
Black Cultural Politics
and the Making of
Modern America" will
be published this fall by
Harvard
University
Press, and he is completing another book, "A
Change is Gonna Come:
African
American
Movement Culture and
the Transformation of
America," to be published by the University
of North Carolina Press.
He co-edited "Civil
Rights in the United
States:
An
Dr. Waldo E. Martin Jr., from Berkeley, Encyclopedia."
Call Dr. Larissa Smith
California
will
be speaking at
Longwood on Thursday, April 8 at 7:30 at X 2776 for more
pm in the Wygal auditoriam.
details.

2004-2005 Room and Meal Selection is Here!

Q5A Forum to be Held April 1st
Bobbi Thibo
Assistant Editor

The end of the school year is
quickly approaching, and with this
time of the semester comes the
start of preparations for the fall. It
is once again time to go through
the fall room and meal selection
(RMS) process.
In order to reserve a room for
next year, the D 250 deposit fee was
due by March 15, 2004. If you
have yet to pay this fee then there,
as you have probably already
noticed, is a hold flag on your registration. This hold flag not only
stops the registration of classes,
but also keeps you from reserving
a room for next year.
For those wishing to apply to
live in ARC or in single rooms, the
applications are currently on line
and have been since March 18,
2004.
The amount of availability for
ARC and single rooms will be
determined by housing, and applicants will receive placement notification emails on Monday, March
29th. But for the rest of us, what
do we do?
On Tuesday, March 23, 2004,
RMS contract cards and instruc-

tions were mailed to eligible residents, so be sure to check your
mailboxes! After receiving contract cards, students are to • fill
them out and then follow the
timeline that's online to pick out
your room assignment for next
year. The schedule is as follows:
April 6-7 for those eligible to
squat, or stay in the same room
(residents in freshman dorm are
not permitted to squat due to the
need of that space for incoming
freshman). April 10-11 is the date
slot for those wishing to stay on
the same hall, April 12 for current
Juniors/Seniors, April 13 for current Sophomores, and April 14 for
current Freshman. Late room
assignment for those who missed
their allotted slot will be April 1923.
Those students squatting must
give their contract cards to the
REC of the building they are currently residing in. If you have
been offered a single room, the
contract cards must be given
directly to Bonnie Walker in the
RCL Central Office (Lancaster
115). If you wish to stay in the
same building but change rooms,
your contract card is to be given to

the REC of your building on the
designated dates above. For
everyone who is changing buildings completely, bring your contract card to the Curry Commons
on your allotted date to sign up
for a room.
Don't forget, in order to sign
up for a room, you must have a
roommate! Don't have a roommate? Not a problem! If you are
looking for a roommate, simply
go online to fill out the roommate matching form. Then visit
RCL to look over the "looking
for a roommate binder," where
they can help you match up a
roommate for next semester.
If you have any further questions, all this information is posted on RCL's website at
www.longwood.edu/rcl/index.ht
m.
In addition, there is a
Question and Answer Forum to
be held Thursday, April 1, 2004.
The forum will take place at
5:30 and will be held in the
Lankford
Student
Union
Ballroom. So come out and ask
any questions that might help
make your living experience
more enjoyable next semester!
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Men s Tennis Beats Bridgewater, Eastern Mennonite
Sports Information

Ixtngwood University split four
matches played last week, defeating NCAA Division III members
Bridgewater (5-2) March 21 and
Eastern Mennonite (7-0) March
20 while dropping matches to
Division I institutions James
Madison (7-0) March 21 and
Gardner-Webb (5-2) March 19.
The I^incers are now 4-4 overall
and will participate in the annual
North-South Duels March 26-28
in Wilson, North Carolina.
At Bridgewater, I.ongwood
won four of six singles and all

three doubles matches -- the
doubles worth one team point.
In
singles,
junior Chris
Newman/Chesapeake
(Hickory) won at #1 (6-2, 6-0),
as did at freshman Rashko
Patnikov/Bankya,
Bulgaria
(Smirnenski) #2 (6-1, 6-0),
sophomores Ian Young/Bowie,
Md. (Eleanor Roosevelt) at #3
(6-0,
6-0)
and
Justin
Dorsk/Virginia
Beach
(Kempsville) at #5 (6-0,6-1). In
doubles, Newman and sophomore Diego Quiros/Quesada,
Costa Rica (Maria Inmaculada)
won at #1 (8-2), as did Patnikov
and
senior
Garrett

women s 1 ennis 5 and 3
Sports Information

I.ongwoodMJniversity won three
of four matches played last week,
defeating NCAA Division I
Gardner-Webb (4-3) March 19
and Division III members
Bridgewater (9-0) March 21 and
Eastern Mennonite (9-0) March
20 while dropping a match to
Division I institution James
Madison (4-3) March 21. The
lancers are now 5-3 overall and
will participate in the annual
North-South Duels March 26-28
in Wilson, North Carolina.
Against
Gardner-Webb,
Longwood won two of three
doubles matches for the one team
point, and three -of six singles
pairings for the home triumph.
In singles, freshman Romana
Bucur/Brasov, Romania 0oan
Mseota) won at #1 (6-3, 6-0), as
did seniors Danielle Hess/Bel
Air, Md. (Bel Air) at #2 (6-3,6-0)
and Cecilia Robinson/Lynchburg
(Brookville) at #4 (5-7, 6-1, 6-3).
In doubles, Hess and freshman
Lexi Torrice/Richmond (Douglas
Freeman) won at #1 (8-6), as didseniors
Laura
Whitehurst/Chesapeake (Western
Branch)
and
Amber
Miller/Virginia Beach (First
Colonial) at #3 (8-6).
At Bridgewater, Longwood
won all singles and doubles
matches. In singles, Hess won at
#1 (6-2, 6-1), as did Robinson at
#2 (6-3, 6-4), freshman Jenn
Edwards/Newport
News
(Hampton Roads Academy) at #3
(5-0, default), Whitehurst at #4
(6-1, 6-1), Miller at #5 (6-1, 6-0),
along with freshman Nancy
Hott/Fairfax (W.T. Woodson) at
#6 (6-0, 6-3). In doubles, Hess

and Torrice won at #1 (8-4), as
did Whitehurst and Miller at #2.
(8-2), along with Robinson and
Hott at #3 (8-1).
At EMU, Longwood won all
singles and doubles matches. In
singles, Hess won at #1 (6-0, 60), as did Torrice at #2 (6-1, 60), Edwards at #3 (6-4, 6-1),
Miller at #4 (6-3, 6-2), Hott at
#5 (6-1, 6-1), and Whitehurst at
#6 (6-1,6-0). In doubles, Bucur
and Edwards won at #1 (8-1), as
did Whitehurst and Miller at #2
(8-3), along with Robinson and
Hott at #3(8-0).
At JMU,
longwood won three of six singles matches. In singles, Bucur
won at #1 (6-4,6-4), as did Hess
at #2 (6-2, 6-4), and Torrice at
#3 (2-6, 6-4, 7-5).
Season Records
Bucur leads Longwood with
her 7-6 record in singles, followed by Hess (5-3), Robinson
(5-5), Torrice (4-3), Whitehurst
(4-5), Hott (3-4), Edwards (3-7),
Miller (2-1), along with sophomores
Ashley
Moore/Midlothian (Midlothian)
(1-2)
and
Jessica
Farr/Williamsburg (Lafayette)
(0-3). In doubles, Whitehurst
and Miller are 4-1, followed by
Bucur and Edwards (3-2), Hess
and Torrice (3-3), along with
Robinson and Hott (2-0).
At the North-South Duels,
Longwood is scheduled to play
North Greenville (S.C.) March
26, Barton (N.C.) and St.
Andrews (N.C.) March 27, and
California (Pa.) March 28.
Following
those
matches,
Longwood is scheduled to host
Belmont Abbey (N.C.) April 3 at
1 p.m. on the Lancer Courts.

Green/Fredericksburg (Stafford)
at #2 (8-1), along with Young and
Dorsk at #3 (8-2).
At EMU, Longwood won all singles and doubles matches — the
doubles again worth one team
point. In singles, ^Jewman won at
#1 (6-0, 6-2), as did Patnikov #2
(6-0, 6-1), Young at #3 (6-1, 6-0),
Quiros at #4 (6-0, 6-0), Green at
#5 (6-2, 6-2), and sophomore
Daniel
Conte/Midlothian
(Monacan) at #6 (6-3, 6-3). In
doubles, Newman and Quiros won
at #1 (8-3), as did Patnikov and
Green at #2 (8-0), along with
Young and Dorsk at #3 (8-0).
Against
Gardner-Webb,

Longwood won two of six singles
pairings during the home match.
In singles, Newman won at #1 (62,6-1), as did Patnikov at #2 (7-6,
5-7, 6-3). In doubles, the I-ancers
did get a win at #2 from Patnikov
and Green at #2 (8-5), but the
Bulldogs won the other two doubles contests for the team point.
At JMU, the Lancers were swept
in all singles and doubles matches.
Season Records
Patnikov leads Longwood with
his 8-6 record in singles, followed
by Quiros (7-8), Newman (6-7),
Dorsk (5-4), Green (4-8), Young
(3-10),
freshman
Tyler

Sinsabaugh/Glen
Allen
(Hermitage) (1-0), along with
Conte(l-2). In doubles, Patnikov
and Green are 5-3, while
Newman and Quiros along with
Young and Dorsk arc each 4-3.
At the North-South Duels,
Ix>ngwood is scheduled to play
North Greenville (S.C.) March
26, Barton (N.C.) and St.
Andrews (N.C.) March 27, and
Mount Olive (N.C.) March 28.
Following
those
matches,
I-ongwood is scheduled to host
Mary Washington March 31 at 3
p.m. on the lancer Courts - a
contest postponed twice already
due to rain.

Women s Lacrosse Continues Undefeated
Season, Including Three Division I Games
Sports Information

Longwood University extended
its win streak to six games last
week as it defeated St. Francis
(Pa.) Sunday, March 21, at
Lancer Field. The victory also
marks the Lancers third against
an NCAA Division I opponent
this season. Head Coach Janet
Grubbs' squad is now 6-0 overall and will travel north next
weekend, •
playing
at
Philadelphia, Friday, March 26,
and Trt Manhattan, Sunday,
March 28.
Against St. Francis (0-2),
Longwood scored its first of 13
goals just 42-seconds into the
game,
as
senior
Kristy
Taylor/Lorton (Bishop Ircton)
found the back of the net off an
assist from junior Sophie
Dress/Ellicott City (Howard).
The Lancers continued the scoring spree, netting five unanswered goals - to take a 6-0
advantage — eight minutes into
the first session and never
looked back. Longwood added
four more goals prior to the
intermission to enter the break
with a sizable nine-goal margin
(10-1). The second half saw
more of the same, as the
Longwood defense held the visiting Red Flash scoreless, while
the Lancers netted three goals of
their own also out-shooting St.
Francis (Pa.) 37-4.
Longwood played a balanced
offense with 10 different players
registering goals and two others

recording assists. Taylor led the
squad with her four points on the
afternoon, netting two goals and
dishing out two assists. Junior
Leanne Kibler/Oakton (Oakton)
and Isa Cohen/Mineral (Fairfax)
each scored two goals, while senior
Carlee
Ullery/Keswick
(Albemarle),
junior
Emily
Bikowski/Fairfax
(Bishop
O'Connell), and Dress tallied a
<goal and assist apiece. Senior Tia
Richardson/Ellicott City, Md.
(Centennial), sophomores Ali
Shafer/Fairfax (Fairfax) and Kelly
Gaines/Fairfax (W.T. Woodson),
along with freshman Glenna
Kibler/Oakton (Oakton) each
netted a goal. Freshmen Cathleen
Strain/Alexandria (Mt. Vernon)
and Kathleen Barry/Annandale
(WT Woodson) also recorded an
assist apiece.
In
goal,
senior
Stacey
Schmidt/Berlin, N.J. (Eastern
Regional) recorded 11:56 minutes
played, while sophomore Emily
Wilson/Owings
(Northern)
played a season-high 48:04 minutes, including three saves.
Katy Green scored the Red
Flash's lone, unassisted goal at the
8:04 mark during the first half.
The Red Flash closed out the contest with 10 ground balls, seven
draw controls, and five caused
turnovers.
Statistical Update
Through six matches, Bikowski
continues to pace the Longwood
offense with 25 points on a team-

best 19 goals and six assists.
UUery remains close behind
with 21 points on 10 goals and
a team-high 11 assists, while
Cohen and Leanne Kibler have
each registered 17 points.
Cohen has tallied 10 goals and
seven assists and Kibler has distributed 10 assists and netted
seven goals. Taylor has found
the back of the net nine times,
while dishing out six assists for
15 points.
Others include
Shafer (9g, la, lOp), Shipp (8g,
8p), Richardson (5g, 2a, 7p),
Dress (3g, 4a, 7p), Strain (3g,
2a, 5p), Gaines (2g, 2p), Barry
(lg, la, 2p), and Glenna Kibler

0g,ip)In the goal, Schmidt and
Wilson have combined for 42
saves on the season, recording
26 and 16, respectively.
Schmidt has recorded 229:10
minutes in front of the net,
posting a .456 save percentage
and an 8.12 goals against average. Wilson, who has played
130:50 minutes this season,
owns a .571 save percentage
and a 5.50 goals against average.
Following the trip north,
Longwood will return home to
host UC-Davis (4-2) March 20
at Lancer Field. Because both
institutions are reclassifying to
Division I, neither team is eligible for post-season championships. The two teams have
dubbed the upcoming match
the "Battle of the Banned".
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Baseball Continues Season lo^O Men's Goll Update
Sports Information

I-ongwood University won four
of five games played last week,
taking three of four games at St.
Andrews (N.C.) March 20-21 (314, 6-4, 5-3,16-6) after a 9-2 win
past St. Thomas Aquinas (N.Y.)
March 18. An additional two
scheduled doubleheaders at
Elizabeth Qty State (N.C.) and
Columbia Union (Md.) were
postponed last week due to rain.
The Lancers have won 18 of their
last 20 games to improve their
overall
record
to
18-6.
Ixjngwood is scheduled to host
Southern Virginia March 24 for a
1 p.m. doubleheader at I-ancer
Stadium.
In the March 21 opener at St.
Andrews, I-ongwood rallied from
a 2-1 deficit in the 1st inning for
the come-from-behind road win - scoring two runs in both the 3rd
and 4th innings. Senior I,ouis
Shackelford/Newport
News
(Denbigh) (1-4, 2 RBI) had two
RBI to lead the effort. Collecting
two hits each were freshmen Matt
Fitzgerald/Fairfax
Station
(Hayfield) (2-3) and Charlie
Yarbrough/Richmond
(Mills
Godwin) (2-3). Freshman Brian
McCullough/Virginia
Beach
(Princess Anne) (2-0) earned the
pitching win with the first 6.0plus innings, scattering eight hits
and three earned runs with seven
strikeouts.
Junior Darin
Knicely/F.lkton (Spotswood) (1)
gained his first save of the season
with the final scoreless inning and
two strikeouts. In the nightcap,
the lancers scored seven runs in
the first two innings, and added
runs in all but one inning thereafter en route to the convincing
triumph. Shackelford (3-3, RBI)
and Yarbrough (3-4, 4 RBI) each
had three hits to lead the 15-hit
attack. Yarbrough hit his fourth
homer of the year in the 2nd
inning.
Junior
Brett
Mooney/Virginia Beach (Salem)
(2-3,3 RBI) added two hits to the
effort.
Senior
Evan
Weinstein/Toronto,
Ontario
(W.L. MacKenzie) (3-1) earned
the pitching win with the first 4.0
innings, allowing seven hits and
three earned runs with two strikeouts.
Junior
Chris
Balus/Newport News (Denbigh)
(1) got the save in relief with the
final 3.0 scoreless innings, allowing one hit with four strikeouts.
In the March 20 nightcap at St.
Andrews, Longwood rallied from
an early 2-0 deficit before St.

Andrews tied the game at 4-4
through six innings.
The
l.ancers plated the two gamewinning runs in the final 7th
inning on a two-run double by
senior Brian Medley/Halifax
(Halifax Co.).(2-3, 2 RBI).
Sophomore
Danny
McCraw/Pamplin (RandolphHenry) (3-3) collected three hits
to lead the effort, while Mooney
(1-3, 3 RBI) added a three-run
home run in the 3rd inning, his
second
of
the
season.
Freshman Tyler Amcs/Exmore
(Northampton) (2-4) also had
two hits in the second game.
Freshman
Zach
Zigrang/Virginia
Beach
(Kempsville) (6-0) earned his
team-leading sixth pitching win
- all in relief - with the final 2.0
innings on the mound, allowing
one hit and one earned run with
one strikeout. Sophomore Mike
Brown/Courtland
(Southampton) went the first
5.0 innings on the mound, scattering five hits and three earned
runs with three strikeouts. In
the opener, the Knights scored
two runs in the 1st inning and
led 11-1 through four innings en
route to the win. Medley (1-3,
RBI) and Balus (1-3, RBI) each
hit solo home runs for the
Lancers - Medley's team best
7th homer in the 6th inning, and
Balus' fourth homer in the 3rd
inning.
Freshman Alan
Moore/Richmond (Monacan)
(4-2) took the pitching loss with
the first 3.2 innings, yielding five
earned runs, longwood had five
fielding errors in the first game.
Against St. Thomas Aquinas,
Longwood scored two runs in
the 1st inning against the
Spartans, and broke the game
open with six runs in the 3rd
inning en route to the convincing triumph. Medley (2-3, 2
RBI) and Yarbrough (2-3, RBI)
each collected two hits to lead
the Lancer effort. McCraw(l-4,
RBI) added a leadoff solo home
run to left field in the 5th
inning. Ames (1-2) scored two
runs for the hosts, as did
McCraw. Knicely (2-0) earned
the pitching win with 3.0
innings of middle relief, yielding
no hits and one unearned run
with
five
strikeouts.
McCullough started and pitched
the first 2.0 scoreless innings,
allowing one hit with four
strikeouts. St. Thomas Aquinas
declined to play the second

game of a scheduled doubleheader.
Through 24 games, Medley
leads I-ongwood with his impressive .505 batting average (46-91),
including a team-best seven home
runs, eight doubles, and a teambest 37 RBI and 9-9 on steals.
Medley is followed closely by the
first-year standout Ames and his
.500 batting average (40-80),
adding six doubles, a team-best
three triples, and 18 RBI. Others
include Mooney (.396, 3-HR, 20RBI), McCraw (.388, 2-HR, 14RBI), Yarbrough (.381, team-best
11-2B, 4-HR, 23-RBI), Zigrang
(.306, 2-HR, 4-RBI), Balus (.303,
4-HR,
14-RBI,
8-8
SB),
Shackelford (.297, 3-HR, 16-RBI),
freshman
Hunter
Williams/Richmond
(Varina)
(.288, 3-RBI), junior Robert
Gillis/Dartmouth, Nova Scotia
(Auburn Drive) (.283, 3-HR, 10RBI), Fitzgerald (.278, 1-RBI),
along with freshmen Nathan
Martin/Chesterfield (Manchester)
(.250,
4-RBI)
and
Tyler
Childress/Montclair (Forest Park)
(.225,1-HR,8-RBI).
On the mound, among the three
regular starters, Moore (4-2, 1
save) sports a 2.25 ERA through a
team-best 36.0 innings with 27
strikeouts (6.75). Brown (1-1) follows with his 4.00 ERA through
27.0 innings with 16 strikeouts
(5.33), and Weinstein (3-1) has a
5.60 ERA through 27.1 innings
with 21 strikeouts (6.92). In the
bullpen, Knicely (2-0,1 save) leads
the way with his 1.45 ERA
through 18.2 innings with 23
strikeouts (11.09). Zigrang (6-0)
follows with his 1.84 ERA through
14.2 innings with 17 strikeouts
(10.43).
Others
include
McCullough (2-0, 4.26 ERA, 19.0
IP, 18K-8.53), sophomore Mike
Williams/Hampton (Kecoughtan)
(0-0, 7.59 ERA, 10.2 IP, 8K-6.75),
Balus (0-0,1 save, 11.12 ERA, 5.2
IP, 7K-11.11) and Gillis (0-0, 0.00
ERA, 1.1 IP). The Lancers continue to hit for average with an
outstanding team batting average
of .356 with 29 home runs and
173 RBI, while posting a
respectable team ERA of 4.45
through 178.0 innings with 151
strikeouts (7.63).
Following the action against
Southern Virginia, Ixmgwood will
travel to nearby Virginia State
March 25 for two games before
hosting Columbia Union March 28
for another scheduled 1 p.m. doubleheader at Lancer Stadium.

Sports Information

Ixingwood University competed
in two tournaments last week,
finishing
second
at
the
Butler/North-South
Intercollegiate March 8-9 before
placing ninth at the TennesseeChattanooga/GEICO-Direct
Invitational March 13-14. The
Lancers fired a 310-311-621 at
the North-South in Jacksonville,
Florida, and had a 306-311-312929 at the GEICO-Direct in
Savannah, Georgia. Longwood
will compete again March 27-28
at the George Washington
Invitational to be played in Issue,
Maryland at the Swan Point
Yacht & Country Club.
In Florida, Longwood was led
by junior Trey Deal/Martinsville
(Martinsville) with his 76-74-150
to finish second among the 39
collegiate golfers.
Freshman
Brett Chambers/Mount Sidney
(Fort Defiance) followed at 7677-153 (5th), along with senior
Carl
Magnusson/Linkoping,
Sweden (Katedralskotan) (76-81157, 8th), sophomore Kevin
Johnson/Forest
(Jefferson
Forest) (82-79-161, t-15th), and
senior Matt Paciocco/Richmond
(Mills Godwin) (82-82-164, t21st). Others playing, but their
scores not counting toward the
team total, were sophomore
Michael Joyce/Peterborough,
Ontario
(Peterborough
Collegiate) (82-74-156, t-6th) and
freshman
Chris
Shuford/Fredcricksburg
(Colonial Forge) (82-76-158, t9th).
Senior
Mike
Nemcosky/Chesapeake (Great
Bridge) had withdrawn during
the first-round after 16 holes

with a foot injury. NCAA
Division I and tournament
host Budet University won the
event played at the 6,910-yard,
par 72 Jacksonville Beach Golf
Club with its 311-309-620.
In Georgia, Deal led
Longwood with his 72-77-75224 total to finish in a fourthplace tie individually in the
field of 99 collegiate golfers.
Joyce followed with his 78-7877-233 to tie for 35th, along
with Chambers (79-79-78-236,
t-49th) and Shuford (77-81-82240, t-66th), as well as
Magnusson (81-77-83-241, t70th). Paciocco (84-81-81-246,
t-84th) also competed in the
event Division II Armstrong
Adantic State University won
the event with its 902 team
total at the 7,159-yard, par 72
Hunter Golf Club.
Season Averages
Through
16
rounds,
Chambers has posted a teamlow scoring average of 73.63
with two school-record rounds
of 66 during the fall season.
Chambers is followed closely
by Deal (73.88, 69), along with
Joyce (75.13, 68), Johnson
(75.20,
69,
5-rounds),
Magnusson (78.13, 75, 8rounds), Shuford (78.20, 74,
10-rounds), Paciocco (79.27,
71,11-rounds), and Nemcosky
(80.80, 76, 5-rounds). The
Lancers average 299.38 as a
team.
Following the
George
Washington
tournament,
Longwood is scheduled to host
its annual Challenge Match
against nearby HampdenSydney College April 1-2 at the
Longwood Golf Club

March Sports Schedule
28th - Baseball - Columbia Union (2) - 1:00
29th - Baseball - Saint Augusine's (2) - 1:00
30th - Women's Lacrosse - UC-Davis - 4:00

Props to Women s
Lacrosse for a Great

season So Far!!

MULLIGAN'S
SPORTS GRILLE

HOOTENANNY
Sunday, March 28, 2004

FEATURING 13 BANDS
Cooper Sails * Elliot * Laid Back * Black Friars X * Jubeus
Game Show Hero * Faise D'Mitri * Class Act * Junction
Ryan Phillips * Slingshot * Box Car * Illusive Dream
NON-STOP LIVE ENTERTAINMENT THROUGHOUT THE DAY INSIDE AND OUTSIDE!
Lounge Chairs Welcome!

No Coolers!

MECHANICAL BULL RIDING!

Free Hootenanny t-shirts with advance tickets
Designated Drivers sponsored by the Haley Automotive Group of Farmvilie

April 7th
Slinashct

March 31st
frontiers
( ilcurney Tribute I and)

March 27th
Embers (7:3C p.m.)

March 26th
The I h<Udells (7:30 P.m.)

202 High Street (Next to Longwood University Campus)

(434)315-8787

Don't
monkey
around any
Monger!
Apply online and

save $1251
That's a lot of
monkey!
Contact the Leasing Team today!
> 501 Sunchase Blvd.

* 392-7440
^ www.sunchase-longwood.co

